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Abstract—With the fast development of power electronics, very high frequency (VHF) power converters (30–300 MHz) gradually become research focus, which can greatly reduce the value, volume of passive components and help to improve the system power density. However, at such high operating frequency, many challenges have been proposed, such as switching characteristics, topologies characteristics and control methods. This paper starts from the development background of VHF power converters, and an overview of VHF development is described. Different topologies adopted in VHF condition are introduced and compared. At the same time, the resonant driving strategies and control methods for very high frequency converters are discussed and analyzed, which can provide guidance for further research of VHF converters.

Index Terms—Very high frequency power converters, topologies, resonant driving, control strategies.

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the development of power electronics technique, very high frequency (VHF, 30–300 MHz) power converters have gradually become a hot field of research directions. By increasing the working frequency of the system, the VHF power converters can effectively reduce the volume of the passive components, and improve the power density. Meanwhile, the transmitted and stored energy of components during each operating period can be significantly decreased due to the increase of the frequency. Thus the speed of the transient response can be accelerated. The decrease of the value and volume of passive components is beneficial to the integration and manufacture of the system.

The topologies of VHF converters are proposed through a combination of RF power amplifier technology and power electronic technology [1]-[8]. The power amplifier can transform DC components into high frequency AC components, which is similar to the inverter stage of Switching Mode Power Supplies (SMPS). Nowadays, many researchers have focused on the research of VHF power converters based on the existing topologies. Combining the inverters with the corresponding rectifiers, different topologies of the VHF power converter have been proposed [9]-[64], which own excellent characteristics, such as small volume, high power density and fast response speed. Although the VHF system has such merits, the high switching frequency puts forward strict requirements on the selection of semiconductor devices [21]-[28], the utilization of parasitic parameters [29]-[36], the design of the circuit [37]-[42] and the design of passive components [43]-[49].

In the VHF power converters, with the increase of system switching frequency, switching losses also increase rapidly. Thus, the losses of the switch and the driving circuit must be reduced to ensure a high system efficiency. In the existing VHF power converters, scholars mainly adopt zero voltage switching (ZVS) technology to reduce the power losses caused by the overlap of voltage and current at the instant of switching. Besides, to reduce the driving circuit losses, the resonant driving circuit is also proposed which can utilize the energy stored in the switch input capacitor.

Apart from the topologies and the driving methods, another important aspect of VHF converters is the control method. For traditional converters, pulse width modulation (PWM) or pulse frequency modulation (PFM) is used to adjust the drive signal of the system in close-loop control. However, both methods are not available to be adopted in VHF situations. Because in such a high frequency condition, it is difficult to sample and adjust the duty cycle or the operating frequency of driving signals. At the same time, the change of period or duty cycle will affect the operating modes of switches. Thus some suitable control methods have been researched to regulate the output voltage and keep the switch operating in soft-switching modes when the input voltage or load change.

In this paper, introduction and detailed analysis of advanced technologies in VHF power converters are presented. Based on existing VHF power converter topologies, the design principle of VHF topology is introduced. The characteristics of different inverter stages, rectifier stages and matching networks are analyzed in Section II. The driving methods of the VHF system are explored in Section III. An overall analysis and comparison of the self-resonant driving circuit and multi-resonant driving circuit are given. The control strategies of VHF power converter are discussed in Section IV. Section V elaborates the opportunities and chal-
lenges in the field of VHF power converters.

II. TOPOLOGIES OF VHF POWER CONVERTERS

A. Overview of Topologies

As shown in Fig. 1, the circuit topology of VHF DC-DC converter is usually composed of three parts: inverter stage, matching network and rectifier stage. The inverter stage transforms DC voltage into AC voltage. The rectifier stage regulates AC voltage into constant DC output voltage. Resonant and soft-switching technologies are adopted in the inverter and rectifier in order to reduce the system switching losses. Between inverter and rectifier stage, the matching network is used to adjust the equivalent load of the rectifier, so that the converter can achieve the required output power.

In the VHF conditions, the switching losses of the switch and diode increase rapidly. To ensure the efficiency of the system, the switch and diode should achieve soft-switching to decrease losses. In the present researches, most of the VHF circuits are based on the single switch structure to avoid floating drive. Combining with different structures of VHF power amplifiers, Class E topology [50], [51] and Class Φ₂ topology [52]-[55] are used to constitute the inverter and rectifier stage. The following sections will introduce these three parts in detail.

B. The Analysis of Inverter Stage

Fig. 2 shows the diagram of Class E resonant inverter circuit. The inductor $L_F$, capacitor $C_F$ and the corresponding resonant tank constitute Class E inverter network. It should be noted that $C_F$ is the sum of the output parasitic capacitor of the switch and the parallel discrete capacitor. When the switch is off, inductor $L_F$ and capacitor $C_F$ resonate. To reduce the switching losses under VHF conditions, the switch should operate at ZVS state. Through comprehensive design of the resonant frequency, operating frequency and duty cycle, the voltage across the switch can exactly be zero when the drive signal comes, therefore the soft switching characteristic is achieved. In ideal situations, the parasitic capacitor of the switch can exactly act as the resonant capacitor in the inverter stage, so there is no need to add extra capacitor. However, the parasitic output capacitance of the switch varies with its type, and the value of the parasitic capacitor changes nonlinearly while the drain-source voltage changes. So a parallel discrete capacitor is generally necessary.

Although the topology of the Class E inverter stage is simple, and the switch can work in soft-switching state, the major defect is that the switch’s drain-source voltage stress is very high. When the duty ratio of the switch is 50%, the drain-source voltage stress is about 3.6 times of the input voltage, which means that the switch with high rated voltage has to be adopted. Also the cost of this system increases. With high voltage stress, the application area of this topology is greatly restricted.

According to these problems, scholars expect the introduction of higher harmonics to reduce the peak voltage across the switch. Fig. 3 shows the peak voltage across the switch is effectively reduced by superimposing the fundamental and third harmonic voltages. Based on above method, the Class Φ₂ inverter, as shown in Fig. 4, is proposed and is widely used in VHF power converters [52]-[57]. The topology can meet the soft switch requirement and effectively reduce the voltage stress across the switch.

The Class Φ₂ inverter is derived from Class E circuit. The input resonant network consists of $L_F$, $C_F$, $L_M$ and $C_M$. In parameter design process, to make the switch drain-source waveform presenting a low impedance at the second harmonic frequency, the resonant frequency of $L_M$ and $C_M$ is set to be close to twice of the switching frequency. Then the resonant tank should be adjust to exhibit high impedance at the fundamental and three harmonic frequency with proper $L_F$ and $C_F$. Since the superposition of one and third harmonic, the voltage waveform across switch is in approximately trap-
ezoidal form. The voltage stress of switch can be reduced to twice of the input voltage, thus the topology can be adopted in wide application fields. Meanwhile the switch is still able to maintain an excellent ZVS characteristic. However compared with Class E resonant rectifier topology, the introduction of $L_M$ and $C_M$ increases the size and cost of the system, also improves the complexity of circuit design. Therefore, the inverter topologies of VHF power converters should be selected considering different system requirements.

C. The Analysis of Rectifier Stage

In VHF DC-DC power converters, the inverter stage converts the DC signal into a high frequency AC component, and the rectifier converts the AC signal into a DC output signal with the desired amplitude. Meanwhile in VHF power converter the rectifier circuit also decides the impedance across the switch. For the design of the resonant rectifier circuit, the ideal working state is that the input fundamental voltage and current are in the same phase. Thus it can reduce the circulating current and improve the rectifier efficiency. In this condition, the rectifier can be replaced with a resistor. In very high frequency conditions, the ZCS characteristic of the diode can also be realized by the resonance of the inductor and capacitor, which can reduce the switching losses of the diode.

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show two commonly used resonant rectifier circuits respectively, they can be deduced from the Class E inverter according to duality characteristics [58], [59]. Each resonant rectifier circuit consists of a resonant inductor $L_R$, a resonant capacitance $C_R$ and a diode $D_1$. $C_R$ includes the parasitic capacitance of the diode. When the diode is turned on, the diode anode voltage is clamped by the output voltage. In contrast, when the diode is turned off, the inductor and capacitor begin to resonate in order to achieve the ZCS characteristic of diode. According to the different types of input source, the circuit shown in Fig. 5 is called the voltage-driven rectifier circuit and the circuit shown in Fig. 6 is called the current-driven rectifier. They all provide a DC path from the input side to the output side. The advantage is that the DC component can be used to deliver part of the required energy, reduce system losses and improve efficiency. However the disadvantage is that the output voltage must be higher than the input voltage, it means the converter can only be used in step-up condition. A DC blocking capacitor is necessary when to achieve step-down conversion.

Although the diode operating in ZCS state can effectively reduce the switching losses. In the resonant rectifier, the diode conduction voltage drop will also cause great losses. Especially in the low output voltage conditions, the system efficiency will be greatly compromised. To solve above problems, a new method based on synchronous rectification is put forward, in which the diode is replaced by a switch. The switch is driven by proper signal to achieve the required rectifier characteristics. With low conduction voltage drop, the method can effectively reduce the conduction losses. However an extra driving circuit must be added which increases the driving losses. Besides, the driving signal of synchronous rectifier switch and inverter switch need to meet a specific time relationship which is very difficult in VHF situation. Therefore, the proper rectifier stage of the VHF power converter should be decided according to the specific requirements of the system.

D. The Analysis of Matching Network

As the diagram of VHF DC-DC power converter shown, a matching network is usually added between the inverter and the rectifier, which can play the role of impedance conversion. As mentioned above, the input voltage and current of rectifier are usually designed to be in the same phase. Then the rectifier circuit can be represented by an equivalent impedance, which can be transformed by the matching network to meet the requirement of the impedance value under the required output power. There are two kinds of matching networks: isolated type [11], [24], [60] and non-isolated type [56]. The isolated type matching network adopts the transformer as the impedance conversion element which can realize the electrical isolation between the system input and output side. In a wide frequency variation range, the transformer owns a constant impedance conversion characteristic. However, in VHF condition, the transformer will introduce more non-ideal parameters, such as parasitic capacitance, leakage inductance, magnetizing inductance. Based on optimization design, the transformer leakage inductance and magnetizing inductance can be effectively absorbed and utilized. However, the parasitic capacitance cannot be eliminated because of the facing area between adjacent windings, which affects the performance and operating mode of the system. So in the applications without the requirement of electrical isolation, the non-isolated matching networks are widely adopted.

Fig. 7 shows the topologies of some commonly used non-isolated matching networks. From the point of frequency domain characteristics, these matching networks can
be divided into low-pass matching network and high-pass matching network. In VHF power converters, the high-pass matching network is more suitable because it can transfer the energy of the fundamental waveform and other high harmonics to the load. It means the energy of the inverter can be fully utilized compared with low-pass ones. Fig. 7(b) is the simplest structure of high-pass matching network, which is called L type. It contains only one inductor \( L_S \) and a capacitor \( C_S \). Meanwhile the capacitor \( C_S \) is connected in series with the load which can play a role of DC blocking capacitor. With this matching network, the converter can achieve step-up and down conversion. At the same time, combining the L type matching network with the current-driven rectifier, the inductor \( L_S \) of matching network and the inductor \( L_R \) of rectifier can be merged to one inductor, which effectively reduces the component number and the corresponding losses. Fig. 7(d) and Fig. 7(f) show the \( \pi \) type and \( T \) type matching network. With optimal design, these two circuits can ensure constant impedance angle conversion under load variation conditions, which is conductive to ensure the soft switching characteristics of the switch at different output power. The non-isolated matching network can only achieve the required impedance transferring ratio at a certain frequency. When the operating frequency of the matching network changes, the impedance transferring ratio will change, which affects the switch operating mode. Therefore considering the advantages and disadvantages of different matching networks, the topology of matching network should be selected according to the system specific requirement.

![Fig. 7. The diagrams of different non-isolated matching networks.](image)

**E. Typical Topologies of VHF Converters**

Based on the different types of the inverter stage, the rectifier stage and the matching network, many VHF power converters with different characteristics are gradually proposed. Fig. 8 shows the circuit of the SEPIC VHF power converter proposed in article [56], the inverter stage is ClassΦ \( \Phi_2 \) topology; the rectifier stage is voltage-driven resonant topology. In this prototype, the equivalent impedance of the rectifier meets the inverter requirement. Thus the matching network is not added in this circuit. As can be noticed from the schematic, because of the absence of the DC blocking capacitor, this converter can only provide step-up power conversion. Fig. 10 shows the circuit diagram of the isolated VHF power converter proposed in [11]. The inverter stage is still ClassΦ \( \Phi_2 \) topology. Here the rectifier stage adopts synchronous rectifier resonant topology, which can reduce the conduction losses. Meanwhile, a transformer is adopted here to be the matching network, so the electrical isolation between the input side and output side is achieved. The leakage inductances in primary side and secondary side are both absorbed by the resonant inductor of rectifier stage, which can reduce the magnetic components in the high frequency converter. Meanwhile, the effect of parasitic inductances can be reduced by the optimal design.

![Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of a SEPIC VHF converter proposed in [56].](image)

![Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of a Class Φ2 based Boost VHF converter.](image)

![Fig. 10. Isolated Class Φ2 resonant converter.](image)

**F. Novel Topologies of VHF Converters**

Based on the aforementioned typical topologies, some scholars begin to propose some new topologies, such as the interleaved VHF converters, the bidirectional VHF converters and the half-bridge VHF converters.

Similar to the application of the interleaved technology in low frequency condition, the input current ripple of VHF power converter can be reduced when two complementary signals are applied to drive the two interleaved circuit mod-
ules. The schematic of the interleaved VHF converter based on Class E topology is shown in Fig. 11. In article [61], this prototype is used as the LED driver operating at 120 MHz. The output power is 3-9 W, and the efficiency is 80%-89%. The application of the interleaved technology can effectively reduce the input and output ripple, so that this converter can be applied in high power fields. However, the tiny deviations of the two circuit modules may result in the offset of the system’s optimal operating point. In such high frequency condition, the differences of two modules will greatly affect the system nominal operating mode.

As seen in Fig. 12, the diode in the rectifier stage is replaced by a switch, then a bidirectional VHF converter is obtained [62]. This converter is composed of Class E inverter and Class E synchronous rectifier. When the circuit operates in forward transferring mode, $S_1$ acts as the power switch, $S_2$ acts as the synchronous rectifier diode. When the circuit runs in reverse transferring mode, the roles of the switches are opposite to the former. Besides having the ability to conduct bi-directionally, this converter can also effectively reduce the conduction losses of the rectifier stage by introducing the synchronous rectifier switch. However, as mentioned above, this topology requires an extra driving circuit, and the two driving signals must satisfy a specific logical relationship at high frequency, which is a great challenge for the design of driving circuits. As mentioned in the former section, the scholars try to avoiding the applications of half-bridge topology in VHF converters. The floating driving method of the top switch is difficult to solve in half-bridge structure. But a natural advantage of this topology is that the voltage stress across the switch is very low, for the switch is directly connected with the input voltage, the stress is equal to input voltage. Based on Class DE half-bridge inverter topology [64] and Class DE rectifier topology, a VHF converter is presented in [63], as shown in Fig. 13. Self-resonant driving method is proposed in this paper. The half bridge circuit is very suitable for the applications where high input voltage or output voltage is required. In addition, compared with the other topologies mentioned above, the power circuit of the converter presented in Fig. 13 only contains one inductor, which is beneficial to improving the power density of the system.

III. DRIVING METHODS OF VHF POWER CONVERTERS

In VHF power converters, with the increasement of operating frequency, the losses of the driving circuit also increase rapidly. In the low frequency power converters, the most commonly used driving circuit is square wave driving circuit in which the switch driving signals are square waveforms. In this case, the driving losses are caused by the charging and discharging energy dissipation of the parasitic capacitance $C_p$. The losses of the driving method can be calculated by $C_pV_i^2f$, where $V_i$ is the amplitude of driving voltage and $f$ is the driving frequency. As can be seen, the power losses are proportional to the operating frequency, the high driving losses in VHF converter greatly restricts the improvement of high frequency system efficiency.

A. Analysis of VHF Resonant Driving Circuit

In order to solve the above problems, the concept of resonant driving circuit has been proposed in recent years [65]-[70]. Compared with the square wave driving circuit, the most obvious difference of the resonant driving circuit is that the driving voltage is in sinusoidal or approximately sinusoidal form, which can use the energy of switch parasitic capacitance. Thus, the driving losses can be reduced. Fig. 14 shows diagram of the simplest resonant driving circuit. A series resonant inductor $L_{res}$ is added in the circuit. In Fig. 14, $R_s$ is the gate resistance of switch, $R_{eq}$ is the equivalent resistance introduced by other components in the driving circuit.

In the traditional square wave driving circuit, the energy
stored in the input capacitor $C_{gs}$ is completely consumed during each switching cycle. However in the resonant driving circuit, the energy is converted between the capacitor and the series resonant inductor in the form of electromagnetic energy. Ignoring the small equivalent resistance $R_I$ in the driving circuit, the losses are only caused by the gate parasitic resistance $R_g$. The losses can be calculated by $2R_g\pi f^2C_{gs}V^2_{gs}$, where $V_{gs}$ is sinusoidal driving voltage amplitude. For the switch of MRF689060, comparing the power losses of the above two driving methods, the losses of the resonant driving circuit are much less than that of the square wave driving circuit [70].

Fig. 15 shows a typical VHF sinusoidal resonant drive circuit based on the external oscillator signal, in which the control method will be introduced in the next section. This circuit reduces the current flowing through the equivalent resistance $R_I$ by introducing a parallel branch which consists of an resonant inductor $L_p$ and a resonant capacitor $C_p$. So the losses of equivalent resistance $R_I$ can be reduced and the efficiency of the resonant driving circuit can be further improved. In the driving circuit, $U_3$ is a CMOS inverter and $S_1$ is an auxiliary switch. When the control signal is in low level, the output signal of $U_3$ is high, and the auxiliary switch turns on. The additional circuit can accelerate the shutdown process.

![Fig. 15. The typical VHF resonant circuit based on external oscillating signal.](image)

The aforementioned resonant driving circuit owns many advantages, such as simple structure, high reliability, and high efficiency. However, the rising and falling edge slopes of the sinusoidal driving signals are slow which increases the average on-resistance of the switch during the switching period. To solve the above problems, some scholars have proposed trapezoidal wave driving method which can speed up the rise and fall edge of driving signal. Also there is no negative voltage in this trapezoidal driving signal. But the structure of trapezoidal wave driving circuit is complex. There are many components in the circuit which is not conducive to the improvement of power density.

### B. Analysis of Self-Resonant Driving Circuit

The above mentioned resonant driving circuits have been widely used in VHF power converters. However, these methods require many components, such as oscillator, AND gate, CMOS inverter, auxiliary switch, etc. These components will increase system cost and reduce system reliability.

To solve above problems, the self-resonant driving circuits have been adopted in VHF condition.

Within the above mentioned VHF power converters, the switch drain-source voltage waveform is always in approximate half-wave sine form. When the switch is turned on, the drain-source voltage is in low level, and the driving voltage is in high level. When the switch is turned off, the situation is just the opposite. From the perspective of phase, there is an almost 180 degree phase difference between the driving voltage and the drain-source voltage. According to above analysis, a passive network is expected to be designed, which can feed back the drain-source voltage to the gate with an almost 180 degree phase difference. Meanwhile with the adjustment of the feed-back voltage amplitude, a self-resonant driving system can be built with a proper feed-back network.

Fig. 16 shows a VHF self-resonant driving circuit based on series resonant inductor [71]. In the circuit, $L_1$ is the resonant inductor and $V_{gs}$ represents the bias DC voltage. Based on the inductor and the switch parasitic capacitors, a high-pass filter with the capacitive load is formed. The transfer function $V_{ds}/V_{gs}$ needs to be carefully designed to satisfy the requirements. Fig. 17 shows the Bode diagram of the feedback network with different series inductance parameters. As can be seen from the figure, the network can achieve about 180 degree phase difference within certain frequency range. By changing the value of inductances, the voltage gain at the operating frequency can be adjusted to meet the amplitude.

![Fig. 16. Circuit of a self-resonant VHF driving circuit.](image)

![Fig. 17. The bode plots of self-resonant circuit with different inductor values.](image)
requirement of different switches. The bias voltage $V_{\text{bias}}$ can be adjusted to change the switch duty cycle with different threshold voltages.

Although the above mentioned self-resonant driving circuit has a simple structure, the network performance mainly depends on the parasitic parameters of the selected switch. For many switches, the feedback network cannot achieve 180 degree phase difference. Meanwhile the amplitude of the driving voltage is proportional to the input voltage. With the increase of input voltage, the driving voltage may exceed the switch allowable voltage, which restricts the application fields of the self-resonant circuit.

To solve the above problems, paper [72] proposes a VHF self-resonant driving circuit based on the auxiliary switch as shown in Fig. 18. The driving circuit adopts Class E resonant circuit. Based on the proper feedback network, the auxiliary switch is driven by the self-resonant signal. Then the drain-source voltage of the auxiliary switch is used as the driving voltage of the main switch. With proper DC bias voltage, the driving signal is independent of the input voltage of the power circuit. Meanwhile an inductor $L_{\text{start}}$ is added between the gate of the auxiliary switch and the DC voltage source, which can fasten the switch transition. Although the structure solves the problem of self-resonant driving circuit based on series inductor, the driving method is more complicated and needs many components.

In VHF converters, on-off control method is widely used, Fig. 19 shows the control block diagram [56], [60], [72]-[75]. The driving signal is obtained after the low frequency control signal and high frequency oscillator signal passing the AND gate. The final driving signal is shown in Fig. 20. With this method, the output voltage can be regulated. The advantage of this control method is that the switch keeps working at its optimal operating point once it turns on. Thus with a constant output voltage, this control method can also ensure high efficiency in a wide input range. However the drawback of this approach is that it causes low-frequency harmonic interference, so it is necessary to increase the values of the filter elements. Besides, as the switch state constantly converting between working and non-working, this method puts forward higher requirements for the transition speed of the power circuit. On the basis of on-off control method, the improved hysteresis control method and the phase-shift control method also have been used in VHF converters.

![Fig. 18. The VHF self-resonant circuit based on an auxiliary switch.](image)

**IV. Control Strategies of VHF Power Converters**

Apart from the topology structures and the driving methods, another important factor of VHF converters is the control method. For traditional converters, pulse width modulation (PWM) or pulse frequency modulation (PFM) is used to adjust the system driving signal, and finally the system’s closed-loop control can be achieved. However, both methods are difficult to realize in VHF situations. As for PWM, the ZVS characteristic of the switch in the VHF system is realized at a certain duty ratio. Once the duty ratio changes, the switch will lose the ZVS characteristic, thus the system losses will greatly increase. And if PFM is utilized in the VHF topology, the frequency range of the system will be too wide, the elements and control system will be difficult to design and operate. Of course, PWM and PFM can be combined to control the system collectively, but this will increase the complexity of the control circuit and still cause the system to withstand a wide frequency range.

![Fig. 19. The diagram of VHF DC-DC converter controlled by on-off method.](image)

In [76], the outphasing control technology is applied to VHF power converters, Fig. 21 is the schematic diagram of this control method. This method is to adjust the phase difference between the two or more inverters to control the output voltage amplitude of the rectifier. Fig. 22 is a VHF power converter based on outphasing control, it has fast response speed, wide adjustment range and small input output filters. However the system losses are roughly the same.

![Fig. 20. The waveforms of control signal and gate voltage.](image)

![Fig. 21. System diagram of VHF converters based on outphasing modulation.](image)
when the circuit is under light load and full load conditions, which will cause lower efficiency in the light load situation. Another defect is that the control circuit is complex and not easy to design.

V. OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES OF VHF POWER CONVERTERS

With the continuous improvement of the working frequency, the VHF converters can effectively reduce the value and volume of passive components and increase the power density [77]-[82]. In the future, the integrated VHF converters will become the development trend of the VHF converters. In order to achieve the integrated system, the design and integration method of the magnetic components, such as inductors and transformers, becomes one of the hottest and most difficult subjects. In VHF situations, planar magnetic components can effectively reduce the volume of the inductors and transformers, especially their height in the vertical direction. Generally speaking, air core structure can be adopted to design magnetic components when the frequency is tens of megahertz. The copper tracks in the PCB board can act as the windings of the inductors and transformers. However, the ac resistance, parasitic capacitance, the primary and secondary leakage inductances under high frequency conditions are all needed to be studied thoroughly and designed optimally.

At the same time, with the rapid development of the wide band gap semiconductors, such as GaN, the development of VHF power converters is correspondingly promoted. GaN FETs own lower on-resistance and smaller parasitic capacitance, and can effectively reduce the conduction losses and the driving losses. Although GaN FETs have many advantages when applied in VHF converters, there are many problems that need to be addressed. Compared with Si switch, the threshold voltage of GaN FET is lower, so GaN FET is more sensitive to the driving voltage amplitude, the spikes contained in the driving signal may cause malfunctions or even damage to the GaN FETs. In addition, the reverse conduction voltage of this switch is relatively high, in order to reduce the losses caused by this aspect, the opening time of the switch is required to be calculated and designed precisely.

Nowadays, most of the available VHF converters are only suitable for the applications where the input and output voltage are low. This is mainly constrained by the high voltage stress of the switches and diodes in the inverter stage and rectifier stage. Even if the Class $\Phi_2$ topology is used, the stress is twice of the input voltage. Thus, investigating new inverter and rectifier topologies with low voltage stress can widen the input and output voltage range of the VHF converters. For the application of high power conditions, the design of optimal system structure is another urgent problem to study and settle.

The non-ideal parasitic parameters created by the pins of the components and the layout of the PCB board will also greatly affect the performance of the VHF power converters. In the further study, the characteristics of parasitic parameters and the suppression methods need to be studied deeply under the VHF conditions. And the optimal layout of elements in VHF converters should be proposed with the help of 3D simulation software. Meanwhile, the sensitivity of the system to parasitic parameters can be restrained by exploring the new topologies. Also the compensation method of non-ideal parasitic parameters should be deeply researched.

VI. CONCLUSION

High frequency and high power density have become the developing trend of power electronics technology, the VHF converter can effectively reduce the system volume, improve the system power density and other performance. However, it also brings many challenging problems. In this paper, from the perspective of the topology, the inverter stage, rectifier stage and matching network are introduced respectively, and their merits and demerits are analyzed in detail. Then in the respect of driving technology, the resonant and self-resonant driving mode have taken place of the traditional hard drive mode, which can take advantage of the energy stored in parasitic capacitance. Besides, the control methods of VHF converters are described and compared in this paper. In the end, the development trends and challenges of VHF converters are introduced, and the promotion in components and topologies is expected.
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